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ABSTRACT 

In 1990, need for agricultural extension services was realized in Indian economy to solve various upcoming 

problems like poor technology, problems related to advisory services and input facilities etc. Hence, in this 

context Government of India introduced many schemes to improve the situation of the agriculture sector of the 

country. But still the change in situation was not up to mark and rural sector of the economy was still lagging 

behind. In 2002, a scheme named Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre scheme was introduced by the 

Government of India in collaboration with Ministry of Agriculture and Farmer Welfare and this scheme 

brought about some revolutionary change in the status of farmers and rural India. In this paper it is discussed 

that how banks and other financial institutions with in the different regions of the country are performing a 

very significant role in promoting this scheme and also making this scheme a reality. The banks are the links 

which are actually converting basic idea of the scheme into reality by converting trained graduates into 

Extension workers known as Agripreneurs who provide various tangible and intangible services to farmers 

and improves the scenario in rural sector development of the economy. The share of agriculture and allied 

sector to GDP of the economy is about 20.2 percent in 2021-2022. Banks are also contributing indirectly in 

the success. But still there is some gap between the available opportunity and achieved success rate. In this 
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paper our concern is only to focus on the role of banks in success of Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre 

scheme. 

KEYWORDS: BANKS, AGRICLINICS, AGRIBUSINESS, AGRIPRENEURS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

We all are familiar that India being an Agriculture sector economy is always being a sector which need much 

more attention than actually given. Since Independence, agriculture and allied sectors were focused much 

emphasis so that can improve the level from subsistence level to business level. This whole scenario took a lot 

of time to understand the importance of rural India in moving the economy towards development and growth. 

History shows that agriculture sector was neglected and major focus was relied on industrialization.  But after 

realizing the fact if work is done in strength area results would be more satisfactory and remarkable. So, 

agriculture sector was given priority, but Indians took time in understanding the significance and slowly with 

passage of time their perception changed and agriculture sector started moving from insufficiency to 

subsistence and then to more economic level. The core of the agriculture development lies in its technological 

advancement, developing infrastructure and more easy access to the financial institutions etc. In previous era 

sufficient agriculture was done but with increasing population burden on agriculture sector increased and then 

in 1990, need was realized for agriculture extension (Singh, 2020). But this was not random, government 

initiated several measures to bring the revolutionary change in status of agriculture and concerned rural people. 

Likewise, here in this paper our concerned scheme is “Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre scheme” and the 

role of banking industry in successful implementation of scheme and to achieve the objectives of the scheme. 

Banks have always been contributing in the development of agriculture and rural sector of the economy. There 

has been a change in the outlook of the people towards banking industry from just lending and saving activity 

to more and more contribution to nation building. India being an agriculture economy, government measures 

to develop the agriculture and rural economy is not possible without proper and adequate flow of finance, 

which is done primarily by the banks. Here in this paper, we would see how banking industry is helping in 

successful implementation of the of Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre scheme. 
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AGRICLINICS AND AGRIBUSINESS CENTRE SCHEME  

 

 

Likewise, a scheme was introduced by the ministry of Agriculture and farmers welfare, Government of India 

in association with NABARD (National bank for agriculture and rural development), in the year 2002. Let’s 

get a brief idea about the scheme. 

The major objective of the scheme is to make available better methods and techniques of farming to each and 

every farmer of the country. The objective of the scheme is to bring out the expertise and talent in agricultural 

graduates. These agricultural graduates can undergo training under the scheme of Agriclinics and Agribusiness 

centre scheme and set up their own Agriclinics or Agribusiness and earn money and even generate employment 

to various other people and also can perform the role of agricultural extension worker on behalf of the 

government and provide various advisory services to farmers on various aspects of farming, so that can enhance 

the productivity and income of the farmers. 

 Benefits of Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre scheme- 

 Under this scheme agriculture graduates are provided free residential training regarding various aspects 

of entrepreneurship and management skills. 

 These agriculture graduates after acquiring training can set up their own Agri-ventures and become 

self-employed. 

 They can offer various extension services to farmers on paid basis to farmers so that farmers can 

enhance their farm produce and income. 

 Under the scheme bank loans are available to set up their Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre to the 

trained candidates, whose proposed plan regarding agribusiness or Agri-clinic was found feasible and 

satisfactory by the banks. 
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 As these Agri-ventures are set up in the rural areas only the facilities are easily available to the farmers 

as when required. 

 The agricultural graduates are given opportunity to become self-employed and help farmers if they are 

interested to do so. 

 

ROLE OF NABARD IN AGRICLINICS AND AGRIBUSINESS CENTRE SCHEME 

 

 

 

NABARD (National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development) is an apex banking institution for the 

development of rural and agriculture sector of the country. NABARD has been a very important partner in this 

scheme named Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre (AC&ABC) scheme. This scheme is a scheme which is 

sponsored by NABARD itself. NABARD is the apex banking institution in the functioning of AC&ABC 

scheme. NABARD acts as the nodal banking institute for all other banks which are held responsible for 

advancing loans and credit facilities to the candidates under the scheme (Bairwa, et.al.,2014). The main 

objective of NABARD is to provide refinance facility to the banks which provide loans and advances to the 

trained candidates under AC&ABC scheme, who wish to start and set up their own Agri-venture. NABARD 

issues various guidelines to bank for smooth functioning of the scheme. NABARD cannot interact with each 

and every branch of bank, in case of any problem regarding disbursement of loans and advances, hence Nodal 

training institutes (NTIs) collaborate with the representatives of the NABARD in case of any problem (Prof. 

Singh, 2017). 

This scheme is sponsored by NABARD itself, hence all the aspects like eligibility criteria and various other 

guidelines all are decided by NABARD. Now let’s, discuss the important aspect of the scheme which are 

decided by NABARD and other governing body of the scheme. 

 The scheme is open for all candidates with no bar on age. Any individual can undergo training who is 

an intermediate, graduate, post graduate, Ph.D. or diploma holder in agriculture and allied subjects 
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from any recognized state university or central university or any other educational institute or college 

approved by Indian council of agricultural research or Department of Agriculture Cooperation and 

Farmers Welfare (DAC & FW), Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Government of India 

(MOA&FW, GOI). 

 The period of training is decided as two months and the training programme must be conducted on 

residential basis. The training programme is divided into two major parts, one is general giving 

information regarding managerial and entrepreneurial ability and skills and second part is area specific 

which adds mastery to the knowledge of the candidate in the specific are selected by him or her, means 

the venture in which he wants to pursue his business become an entrepreneur. 

 The individual projects or also projects in group can be eligible for approval from the banks for 

financial assistance. The loan amount as fixed by NABARD for individual projects is Rs. 20 lakhs or 

25 lakhs in case the project is outstanding and for group project the limit is Rs 1 crore. 

 There is no need of margin money required to be deposited by the borrower till the amount needed is 

Rs. 500000. And above Rs. 500000 margin money could be decided between 10-15 percent of the total 

project cost demanded as loan from the bank. 

 The requirement of collateral security to be submitted by the borrower is waived till the loan amount 

is Rs. 500000. 

 The subsidy ranges from 36 percent to 44 percent. the rate of subsidy for general category is 36 percent 

and 44 percent is for SC/ST/ Women candidates/ candidates from hilly region. The scheme is subsidy 

based so that more and more agriculture graduates are motivated to undergo the training and start their 

Agri-venture. NABARD is the institution which transfers subsidy to the concerned bank. The subsidy 

amount is transferred to the financing bank in the name of the borrower as soon as the first instalment 

of loan is sanctioned to the borrower. The subsidy is usually to meet the shortfall in the margin money 

contribution by the borrower to banks. 

 The time limit for repayment of loan is 5 to 10 years with the grace period of 2 years. 
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NABARD is an apex development bank established by Government of India with the main objective of 

facilitating credit for development of Agriculture sector and rural economy. The mission of NABARD is 

achieving sustainable and equitable agriculture and rural development. Hence NABARD is the main governing 

bank for AC&ABC scheme. NABARD is the connecting link between the borrower and the financing bank. 

 SUBSIDY RELEASED BY NABARD IN THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2021-2022 

The total number amount of subsidy was released by NABARD to 232 beneficiaries through different banks 

in the financial year 2021-2022 for different Agri ventures. Some of the details are discussed regarding the 

subsidy amount, state concerned and Agri-venture established, in the following table- 

Table no.1 

Subsidy released by NABARD to agripreneurs through different banks in the financial year 2021-2022 

S.NO Agri-venture Name of the 

bank 

state Amount of 

subsidy 

(Rs.) 

1 Veterinary clinic UCO bank Assam 264000 

2 Agro-consultancy and 

extension services 

Indian Bank Assam 440000 

3 Poultry broiler unit WBSCARDB West-Bengal 660000 

4 Rural marketing and 

extension services 

Prathama bank Uttar Pradesh 358000 

5 Rural marketing and 

extension services 

Bank of Baroda Uttar Pradesh 180000 

6 Rural marketing and 

extension services 

Prathama bank Uttar Pradesh 251100 

7 Dairy business SBI Maharashtra 720000 

8 Dairy business UCO Maharashtra 720000 

9 Selling and agricultural 

inputs 

Bank of 

Maharashtra 

Maharashtra 540000 

10 Customer hiring centre Punjab National 

Bank 

Uttarakhand 460000 

11 Integrated farming Indian Bank Tamil Nadu 2160000 

12 Agri clinic and 

Agribusiness centre 

Indian Bank Tamil Nadu 720000 

13 Agri clinic and 

Agribusiness centre 

Indian Bank Tamil Nadu 180000 

14 Dairy -Agri business Bank of Baroda Rajasthan 434300 

15 Agriculture shop BRKGB Rajasthan 197300 

16 Purchase of Harvester SBI Madhya Pradesh 718200 

17 Selling of seeds and 

pesticide 

SBI Madhya Pradesh 180000 

18 Agri inputs and trading 

and consultancy 

services 

Canara Bank Karnataka 720000 
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19 Commercial poultry 

farming 

Canara Bank Karnataka 880000 

20 Agri-inputs trading and 

consultancy services 

Indian Bank Karnataka 880000 

 

Source: Nabard.org 

From the above table it is clear that throughout the country the whole process to make the AC&ABC scheme 

a success is performed by banks with collaboration with other governing bodies also. 

ROLE OF OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

As we all know NABARD is the principal bank which work for the benefit of rural sector. NABARD does not 

provide loans directly to the farmers and agripreneurs. It reaches to the borrower through a proper banking 

channel which includes, 

1. Commercial banks 

2. Regional rural banks 

3. State cooperative banks etc. 

NABARD provides refinance facilities to these banks if they get out of finance or to motivate these banks to 

provide loans and advances to the agriculture sector people for their benefit. All these banks whether 

commercial, regional rural banks etc. are the major financing institutions under the scheme of Agriclinics and 

Agribusiness Centre. These banks are responsible for checking the feasibility of the projects proposed by the 

trained candidates for loans and if satisfied can approve the project and grant the loans as per the norms and 

guidelines issued by the NABARD, MOA&FW, Government of India for the purpose. These banks not only 

provide loans but they also responsible for implementation of such schemes which are solely made for some 

specific purpose. If these banks and financial institutions would not accept the new proposed, risky, different 

ideas of various agriculture graduates who underwent training under the scheme and are desirous to set up their 

Agriventure, then in absence of such support of finance the dreams of new entrepreneurs would shatter. It can 

be said that their journey from agriculture graduate to Agripreneur would not be possible. As money is the 

most important factor for any new idea which need to be converted in practicality. Hence these banks fill the 

gap of monetary need and provide wings to the new upcoming entrepreneurs. 
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In lack of sufficient funds for their dreams, they could never be able to become an entrepreneur and an 

extension worker who in turn provides advisory services to farmers on various aspects like cropping practices, 

seed plantation, irrigation facility, technology ideas, new market trends etc. Hence helps in improving the status 

of rural sector of the economy. 

LIAISON WITH BANKS 

The word liaison means communication or cooperation which facilitates close working relationship between 

people and organization. Hence same way for better results under the scheme, the government scheme 

Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre scheme has liaison with few banks so that these banks can work in 

collaboration with the scheme and helps in achieving the target of the government sponsored scheme. The 

liaison banks will promote about the scheme and create awareness among the people and customer. These 

banks create awareness and promote such scheme by providing space on their own official website. These 

banks work with collaboration with the other governing bodies of the scheme and do quick decisions on the 

disbursement of loans and advances to the borrower under the scheme. The banks which are under liaison are 

as under- 

Table no.2 

Table showing liaison with banks of AC&ABC Scheme 

 

S. No NAME OF THE BANK LOGO 

1 National bank for 

Agriculture and Rural 

Development (NABARD) 

 
2 State Bank of India 

 
3 Bank of India 
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4 Bank of Maharashtra 

 
5 Industrial Development bank 

of India 

 
6 Union Bank of India 

 
7 Bank of Baroda 

 
8 Central Bank of India 

 
9 Indian Overseas Bank 

 
 

Hence these 9 banks have been working with collaboration with Agriclinics and Agribusiness centre scheme. 

Means these banks are paying much more attention to the promotion of AC&ABC Scheme and trying to make 

this scheme a success. They are working as a partner to the AC & ABC Scheme for more and more success of 

the scheme. 

 

DETAILS OF THE PROJECTS SANCTIONED UNDER THE SCHEME 

 

Table no. 3 

Status of the projects sanctioned by various banks from 2002 to 2022 

S. no Name of the bank  Total Number of 

projects sanctioned 

1 State Bank of India 110 

2 Prathama Bank 94 

3 Punjab National Bank 86 
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4 Bank of India 70 

5 Canara Bank 58 

6 Bank of Baroda 51 

7 Bank of Maharashtra 45 

8 Indian overseas Bank 37 

9 Central Bank of India 36 

10 Syndicate Bank  33 

11 Union Bank of India 32 

12 Corporation Bank  30 

13 Indian Bank 27 

14 Oriental Bank of commerce 21 

15 Allahabad Bank 13 

16 Dena Bank 12 

17 IDBI Bank 11 

18  Gramin Bank of Aryavart 09 

19 Vijaya Bank 08 

20 Baroda UP Gramin Bank 08 

21 UCO Bank 08 

22 Sarva UP Gramin Bank 08 

23 D. Nainital Bank 06 

24 Ratnakar Bank ltd 05 

25 Karnataka Vikas Gramin bank 05 

26 Purvanchal Gramin Bank 04 

27 Tamil Nadu Mercantile Bank 04 

28 Axis Bank 04 

29 Karur vysya Bank 04 

30 Ahmednagar dist. Co Bank 04 

31 Dist. Central cooperative Bank 03 

32 Aryavart Gramin Bank 03 

33 Pragathi Krishna Gramin Bank 03 

34 Andhra Bank 03 

35 Vidarbha Konkan Gramin Bank 03 

36 HDFC Bank 02 

37 Punjab Gramin Bank  02 

38 City Union Bank 02 

39 Central Cooperative Bank 02 

40 Punjab and Sind Bank 02 

41 Kashi Gomti Gramin Bank 02 

42 South Indian Bank 02 

43 State Bank of Hyderabad 02 

44 State Bank of Patiala 02 

45 The Jammu and Kashmir Bank ltd 02 

46 Pune dist. Central Co. Bank 02 

47  Central Bank of India 01 

48 Dhana Lakshmi vilas Bank 01 

49 Bandhan Bank 01 

50 Federal Bank 01 

51 Assam Gramin Vikas Bank 01 
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52 Gramin Bank 01 

53 OBC 01 

54 Vidarbha kshatriya Gramin Bank 01 

55  Uttar Bihar chhetriya Gramin Bank 01 

56  UP West Baroda Bank  01 

57 United Bank of India 01 

58 State Cooperative Bank 01 

59 State Bank of Mysore 01 

60  Reliance Capital ltd 01 

61 Rajkot Dist. Cooperative Bank 01 

62 Kotak Mahindra Bank 01 

63 Pandian Gramin Bank 01 

64 Gramin Vikas Bank 01 

65 Maharashtra Gramin Bank 01 

66 Lakshmi vilas Bank 01 

67 Wainganga Krishna Gramin Bank 01 

68 Kshatriya Gramin Bank  01 

69 Karnataka Bank ltd 01 

70 Janta shikari Bank 01 

71 Jammanahalli Primary Ag. Cooperative 

Credit Society Ltd 

01 

72 ING Vysya Bank 01 

73 ICICI Bank 01 

74 Primary land Development Bank 01 

75 Total  908 

   

 

source:www.agriclinics.net  

The above-mentioned data has been derived from official website of the government but now at this 

time some banks have been merged with other banks. Corporation Bank and Andhra Bank is merged 

with Union Bank of India, syndicate bank is merged with Canara Bank, oriental Bank of Commerce 

and Union Bank of India is merged with Punjab National Bank and Allahabad Bank is merged with 

Indian Bank. The total projects which are sanctioned by the bank under the AC&ABC Scheme are 908 

since 2002. The largest number of projects approved is by the State Bank of India that is 110 projects 

have been approved and advance have been granted. From the above table it is clear that banks do play 

a very important role in converting a normal agriculture graduate into an entrepreneur. But still the 

number is not satisfactory as the number of pending projects are much more than sanctioned projects. 

The total number of projects which are not approved by various banks till 15 April 2022 stands to be 

19921 (www.agriclinics.net). Means bank are very cautious in sanctioning the projects or the 

procedure is slow or there is some problem in the administrative procedure of handling such projects. 
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But the banks are performing a very pivotal role in making such government sponsored schemes a 

success and reality. The table shows almost each and every bank has contributed to flagship of 

Agripreneurship. 

 

 SUGGESTIONS 

We would like to throw light on the fact that number of projects which are still waiting for the approval 

or rejection are quite large in number. So, government should think about it once, so that timely 

decisions can be taken by the banks or the financial institutes regarding the acceptance or rejection of 

the projects which are proposed by the borrowers. The cumbersome and hassle procedure should be 

liberalized and so that quick decisions could be taken and reasons for rejections should be clearly stated 

so that borrowers can work on it and again apply for loan after rectification. This would lead to more 

and more setting up of Agri-ventures with in the economy leading to improvement in Agriculture and 

rural sector of our economy. 

            CONCLUSION 

From the above discussed paper, it is clear that without proper financial institutions i.e., banks such 

kind of government scheme could not be converted into reality because money is the basis for any kind 

of entrepreneurship. Banks are the financial institutions which provides loans and advances to the 

trained agricultural candidates under the Agriclinics and Agribusiness scheme to set up their 

Agriclinics or Agribusiness. The main aim of the scheme is to reach the non-privileged, deprived 

farmers through the channel of Agriculture sector Extension worker who are those trained 

professionals under the scheme who wants to grab such kind of opportunity and start their own business 

or advisory services for the benefit of the farmers and for themselves by earning money. In absence of 

money, they cannot set up their ventures and will not be able to extend the facilities to farmers. Hence, 

banks play a very important role in successful implementation of this scheme. 
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